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Bocca di Dama
"Breakfast and Sweet Treats"

by Rachel Park on Unsplash
on Unsplash

+39 06 6880 3136

Having opened its doors over a decade ago, Bocca di Dama is a cozy
restaurant which is known for its delicious desserts and breakfast food. If
you want to grab a quick bite on your way to work or simply indulge your
sweet tooth this is the place to come to. Beat the summer heat with some
of their gelatos or homemade ice cream or catch up with a friend over a
cup of coffee in their cozy dining area. The cozy ambiance created by the
intimate seating arrangements and artfully-placed nick-nacks makes this
place a nice stop on a date.
www.boccadidama.it/lebotteghe

info@boccadidama.it

Via Arenula 17, Rome

Babette Bar and Restaurant
"Feast Your Eyes"

by Irenna86

+39 06 321 1559

If you haven't seen the famous movie, Babette's Feast, now you can live it.
Inspired from the film and novel, Babette Bar and Restaurant , located in
the heart of Rome, offers a feast you won't soon forget. Chef Silvia
Sallorenzo blends passion with her meat and pasta plates, with creative
seasonal dishes like rabbit in juniper sauce and risotto croquettes with
truffle and foie gras. To complete your Italian feast, order a bottle or two
from the impressive wine list.
www.babetteristorante.it/

babette@babetteristorante
.it

Via Margutta 1D/3, Rome

Il Margutta Ristor Arte
"Plethora of Italian Vegetarian Dishes"

by Alpha

+39 06 3265 0577

by Rachel Park on Unsplash

For a long time now, Il Margutta Ristor Arte has been satiating the palate
of the Roman diners with its choicest vegetarian fare. The menu basically
Italian, offers a good assortment of dishes like the Rabiola, Pecorina,
Linguine Con Funghi, Friturra Di Funghi Porcini and a variety of salads
dressed in extra virgin olive oil. One can also catch a quick meal before
theater shows nearby.The venue is small and intimate with art
demonstrations on the walls drawn by local talents. It is fully accessible to
the disabled.
www.ilmargutta.it/

info@ilmargutta.it

Via Margutta 118, Rome

on Unsplash

Fulvius Roof Garden
"Magnificent Breakfast Vistas"
Perched on the terrace of the Romanico Palace Hotel, Fulvius Roof
Garden offers amazing views of the Eternal City from all angles. Open for
breakfast daily, the restaurant is open for private dinners upon
reservation. Great for special occasions, the terrace restaurant will be
breathtaking with stars twinkling down on you and the entire city shining
with historic charm during the nights.
+39 06 4208 3881

www.hotelromanico.com/
en/panoramic_roof_garde
n/panoramic_roof_garden
_restaurant.php

info@hotelromanico.com

Via Boncompagni 37,
Romanico Palace Hotel,
Rome
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